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Bird Marella Wins Dismissal of Criminal Charges
Against Election Software CEO Falsely Targeted
by Conspiracy Theorists

Bird Marella principals Gary Lincenberg and Tom Reichert, along with associate Alexis Wiseley,
successfully obtained the dismissal of criminal charges brought against their client, Eugene Yu, the
founder and CEO of the election software company, Konnech, Inc. The charges related to
Konnech’s contract to provide poll watcher software to Los Angeles County — the District
Attorney alleged that Konnech shared PII with a Chinese contractor in violation of the contract —
claiming this constituted embezzlement of public funds. 

Prior to the Los Angeles District Attorney’s Office filing charges in the case, Konnech had filed a
lawsuit against a group of 2020 election deniers known as "True the Vote" (TTV) and their
principals for defamation and interference with contract. Using what appeared to be illegally
obtained data from Konnech's servers, TTV spread misinformation about Mr. Yu and Konnech. TTV
and QAnon-followers sent emails laced with racism and death threats to Mr. Yu, his family, and
Konnech employees and posted similar blog posts designed to inflame the masses.  

Bird Marella moved to dismiss, arguing that the allegations were false, but even if true, created at
most a civil contract issue and not a crime. The motion led to the dismissal of the false charges
against Mr. Yu.   

In a public statement, Mr. Lincenberg said: "Mr. Yu is an innocent man. His good name was tarnished by
false narratives from the fringe TTV conspiracy theorists who bragged about enlisting Los Angeles
prosecutors to further their political agenda. The TTV conspirators have since been held in contempt of
court and imprisoned for their contempt.” 

Bird Marella defends clients in government investigations, trials, and appeals in all types of financial
and business crimes, with significant emphasis in the areas of securities, health care, and fraud.

Click here to learn more about Bird Marella's white collar defense and trial practice. 

Read more on the story here:  

The New York Times  
The Washington Post  

https://www.birdmarella.com/attorneys/gary-s-lincenberg/
https://www.birdmarella.com/attorneys/thomas-v-reichert/
https://www.birdmarella.com/attorneys/alexis-a-wiseley/
https://www.konnech.com/
https://www.birdmarella.com/legal-services/white-collar-defense/
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/11/09/technology/konnech-eugene-yu-charges-dropped.html?searchResultPosition=1
https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/election-conspiracy-theorists-ordered-freed-in-texas-lawsuit/2022/11/07/ed429130-5ef7-11ed-a131-e900e4a6336b_story.html
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https://www.reuters.com/legal/la-dismisses-charges-against-ceo-election-software-firm-2022-11-10/
https://www.npr.org/2022/11/10/1135839608/los-angeles-county-dropped-charges-konnech-true-the-vote

